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1.  Who is OSHA®, and what is their responsibility 
to employees in the petrochemical industry  
who might be exposed to a flash fire hazard? 

OSHA® is a federal agency established by the Occupational 
Safety & Health Act of 1970. It is OSHA®’s mission to ensure 
“safe and healthful working conditions for working men 
and women by setting and enforcing standards and by 
providing training, outreach, education and assistance.” 
OSHA® standards are federal regulations and carry the full 
force of the law; non-compliance with OSHA® regulations 
can result in citations and costly fines.  

OSHA®’s General Industry Clause, 29 CFR 1910.132(a), 
addresses the employers’ responsibilities regarding 
personal protective equipment, which includes flame-
resistant clothing. In addition to the requirement that 
employees be trained to use PPE properly, OSHA points to 
other specific industry consensus standards that provide 
even more specific details, such as NFPA® 2113 A.5.1.1 to 
adequately train employees on the use, limitations, care, 
maintenance, wear life and disposal of PPE. 

2.  What is the relationship between NFPA® 2113 
and what is their role in protecting workers 
in the petrochemical industry who might be 
exposed to a flash fire hazard? 

NFPA® 2112 and NFPA® 2113 are the “go-to” industry 
consensus standards that address flash fire. NFPA® 2112 lays 
out the standards that FR garments must meet in order to 
enter the market (covering everything from the capabilities 
and characteristics of the fabrics, to construction of the 
garment, the types of closures to be used, and comfort). 
NFPA® 2113 focuses on how organizations and employers—
as well as individual wearers— should choose the correct 
garment based on certain criteria. 

3. What is NFPA® 2112? 

NFPA® 2112, entitled Standard on Flame-resistant Garments 
for Protection of Industrial Personnel Against Flash Fire, 
is a national consensus standard which defines minimum 
performance requirements for garments which are to be 
worn by workers who face the threat of exposure to a  
flash fire in their workplace. 
 

4. What is NFPA® 2113? 

NFPA® 2113 is “Standard on Selection, Care, Use and 
Maintenance of Flame Resistant Garments for Protection  
of Industrial Personnel against Flash Fire.” NFPA® 2113 
provides greater detail on how to select proper FR 
garments. Chapter 4 speaks directly to Selection and  
gives guidance on Hazard Assessment, Selection of FR 
Garments and Purchase Specifications. 

5. What is the scope of NFPA® 2113? 

The standard shall specify the minimum selection, care, use, 
and maintenance requirements for flame resistant garments 
for use by industrial personnel in areas at risk from flash 
fires or short-duration flame exposure that are compliant 
with NFPA® 2112, Standard on Flame-Resistant Garments  
for Protection of Industrial Personnel Against Flash Fire. 

6. How does NFPA® 2113 assist safety  
managers in the petrochemical market? 

Provides common sense protocol on how to -  
Conducting a hazard assessment, how to Select FR 
garments (specifications) how to protect Upper & lower 
body coverage, are Non-FR emblems allowed, How to 
Properly use FR garments (Training), proper layering,  
Care and Maintenance. 

7. What does NFPA® 2113 say regarding proper 
wearing of FR garments? 

Although it references manufacturer instructions, NFPA® 
2113 5.1.1-5.1.7 states that workers must stay “buttoned, 
rolled, and tucked.” 

Besides keeping shirts and coveralls buttoned or zipped 
up, sleeves rolled down, and shirts tucked in, what workers 
wear underneath their PPE matters too. 

While FR protection is different from AR protection in that 
there is no calculation of protection category based on the 
intensity of the hazard, there are basic rules to remember 
regardless of the type of hazard. 

For example, undergarments that are not flame-resistant 
or arc-rated are only permitted if they are constructed of 
nonmelting fabric, such as cotton, silk, or wool. The only 
meltable fibers that are allowed are the incidental amounts 
of elastic in socks and underwear.


